Today organizations capture and store an abundant amount of data from their interaction with clients, internal information systems, technical systems and sensors. Data captured this way comprises many useful insights that can be discovered by various analytical procedures and methods. Discovering regular and irregular data sequences in the captured data can reveal processes performed by the organization, which can be then assessed, measured and optimized, to achieve overall better performance, lower costs, resolve congestions, find potentially fraudulent activities and similar. Besides process discovery, capturing data sequences can give additional behavioral and tendency insights for various observations in the organization, such as sales dynamic, customer behaviour and similar. The issue is that most of the captured data intertwine multiple processes, customers, cases, products in a single data log or data stream. In this article, we propose an evolving tokenized transducer (ETT), capable of learning data sequences from a multi-contextual data log or stream. The proposed ETT is a semi-supervised relational learning method that can be used as a classifier on an unknown data log or stream, revealing previously learned data sequences. The proposed ETT was tested on multiple synthetic and real-life cases and datasets, such as dataset of retail sales sequences, hospital process log involving septic patient treatment and BPI challenge 2019 dataset. Test results are successful, revealing ETT as a prominent process discovery method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Organizations capture and store an abundant amount of data from their information and technical systems. The data comes from various activities within the organization, interaction with clients and internal systems, including technical data captured from various management systems, sensors, analyzers and similar. The key is to know the relative temporal order of the data, which allows creating data logs and streams. We consider data logs to be a finite sequence of data items. A data log can be stored in a file and can be processed by batch algorithms, where we do not care so much about the algorithm complexity, which could be non-deterministic polynomial. A data stream is an endless sequence of data items [5] . This imposes more rigorous requirements on the processing algorithms, which must limit their memory The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sotirios Goudos . consumption and processing power usage. These algorithms must have lower complexity than their batch counterparts. Data streams comprising data items made according to the XES IEEE standard [1] are considered for event streams and are specifically used in the process discovery context. In this article, we focus on methods for generic learning and classification of data sequences in data streams.
Studying sequences of individual observations, such as sensor data, sales numbers and similar, can help to create regression models for predicting the observed trends. For example, a procurist in a retail shop company can use a sales regression model to predict future sales trends of a product and adjust procurement accordingly.
Many organizations formally define their processes. Even in formally defined processes, some steps can be informal and manual. For example, a medical nurse can read a biomarker value from a blood analyzer and informally recommend the triage outcome to the appointed doctor. A worker can read VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ sensor values and perform calculations manually, entering only the final value or decision into the system. These decisions might not be captured by the formal processes, but can have a significant impact on the outcome of the performed activity and the process instance path taken forward. Such informal events and actions can be revealed from performing process discovery on the processed event stream that comprises all data from all systems involved in the process. Complex frauds are those that take several interaction steps between a fraudster and the organization, which are then kept in various logs. These interaction steps can be stored in an event stream and used by data analyzing platforms. Analyzing such an interaction event stream can help to discover client and partner-related processes, including any latent fraudulent processes. Using process discovery methods, organizations can analyze client and partner typical behaviour by assessing regularly used process flows and create their profiles. Any deterioration from regularly used process flows can be a sign of behaviour change, revealing possible fraudulent activities. An example would be the SIM swap fraud [7] . Such complex fraud needs a sequence of interactions between a fraudster and a telecommunication company, which eventually forms the SIM swap fraud process. After the SIM card activation step, the majority of ordinary subscribers usually call their relatives and friends to confirm that their issue with stolen or lost SIM card was resolved. Fraudsters will directly call certain premium numbers as fast as possible, to steal money in the shortest possible time, fitting in the window of opportunity. There is a big difference between normal and fraudulent SIM swap process flow. Detecting anomalous, irregular and unusual process flows by the process discovery methods can be greatly helpful in the detection and assessment of complex frauds.
The issue with captured data is the intertwining of multiple contexts. In the same data stream, we might find data about multiple clients, patients, cases, products, process instances and similar. It is challenging to follow intertwined context sequences without separation of the context, which might end in high memory consumption since we cannot determine when the separated context has ended. For all informal processes, we cannot claim that a specific process instance has ended or there will be some follow-up activities since the process activity sequence is not formally defined. This directly suggests that separation of the context and sequence learning must be done in the same step, as data items are retrieved from the processed data stream, without using additional memory for this purpose. A recent work by Sani et al. [36] suggests that the event log sampling is still a hot research topic. Moreover, the aforementioned sampling process is almost impossible in the context of endless input data streams.
Another issue we face is the noise present in data sequences. A single context data sequence might not always be exactly the same since we could have inserted arbitrary data items. For example, a sequence a b c f g could be recognized in sequences a b c d f g and a b c e f g. The amount of acceptable involved noise must be parametrized and limited, e.g., a parameter should be used to prevent sequence a g to be recognized as part of the sequence a b c d e f g. The noise issue is especially conspicuous in the process discovery context.
Individual process activities can comprise multiple data items from the processed event stream and are recognized by the standard pattern recognition algorithms. However, an activity can produce variant data, so that pattern recognition algorithms do not classify them in the same output class for each occurrence.
Example 1: sequences of activities a 1 a 2 a 10 a 5 a 7 , and a 1 a 2 a 25 a 5 a 7 could represent the same process, comprising a variant activity first recognized as a 10 and then as a 25 . Both a 10 and a 25 are the same activity and should be recognized as such.
Despite their popularity, many automata definitions are too simplistic for data sequence detection in multi-contextual and noisy environments. In this article we propose a novel multi-contextual evolving tokenized transducer (ETT) capable of capturing data sequences from multi-contextual data streams. A transducer, or Moore machine [14] , is an automaton that generates output. Automata are usually used for language analysis to prove that a language follows a predefined grammar [2] . This way, automata are modelled to reflect the grammar. In the context of learning and classifying data and event sequences, automata are not exclusively bound to a grammar definition. Instead, ETT can undergo typical learning and classification phases. For this purpose, we developed a set of actions that represent basic learning and classification steps. If the input data item, retrieved from the input data stream, is not recognized as part of the learned data sequences using the classification actions, ETT can be extended to add the retrieved data item to the already learned data sequences. Using ETT extension actions to add new data items allows continuous learning, which covers the endless nature of data streams. The endless nature of data streams causes that the proposed ETT is an evolving transducer. This means that the number of ETT states is variable, based on data items retrieved from the data stream. Theoretically, the number of states in ETT is countably infinite. To keep ETT efficient and high performing, some of the ETT states can be pruned in the case when a specific data sequence was not repeated recently.
To support the multi-contextual nature of data, states of ETT can store contextual tokens, which are used to track contexts in the input data stream. While performing learning and classification, the ETT actions can push these tokens between existing ETT states, clone and add tokens, or create a new ETT state and push tokens to the newly created state. ETT is a non-deterministic transducer, whose current state can be described by the current set of tokens.
In the paper, we are proposing a token decay mechanism that can be used to determine which tokens need to be removed from ETT. This way ETT can limit the amount of allowed noise in the learned data sequences.
Extension of ETT to add new data items to the learned data sequences can result in the combinatorial explosion. The total number of states in ETT relates to the entropy [6] of the input data stream. Low entropy of the input data stream means more regular data sequences and less ETT states needed to describe them. A high entropy data stream can cause ETT to grow rapidly and impact the learning time. Transition statistics are collected for each ETT state and transition, which helps to determine subsequences that are more frequently occurring. In the article, we propose a statistical projection that isolates the most regular data sequences in ETT, which can be used to perform a reduction of ETT by leaving only the most typical and frequently occurring data sequences from the learned data stream. This reduction can help to improve ETT performance in cases of high entropy data streams. The statistical ETT projection can also be used to separate anomalies from regularities. This can be used to warn about recurring anomalies in the processed data stream, and for analysis and optimization of the discovered latent processes.
We use a transducer model to achieve classification correction by utilizing the transducer output alphabet as the set of final classes of data sequence elements. ETT has a possibility for a posteriori rearrangements of the output alphabet and mapping between states and output symbols, which makes the proposed ETT a semi-supervised relational learning method. The ETT states reflect assumed a priori classification of the data items retrieved from the input data stream. The actual classes of the ETT states can be known only a posteriori, where states can be assigned to appropriate output symbols from the ETT output alphabet, marking the actual class of the state. A posteriori rearrangements can be used to mark the completed sequence, or as a notification that the sequence has reached a critical state. Generating an output symbol, ETT can send a notification that can be interpreted as a warning about an ongoing process of interest. This is especially useful in fraud detection.
The proposed ETT was tested in multiple test-cases. Initial testing was done using synthetic cases provided in process discovery related work, such as the event log provided by Van der Aalst and Weijters in [26] .
We tested ETT data sequence classification capabilities using a dataset taken from the UCI machine learning repository [8] , which comprises the anonymized amount of weekly product sales [9] . The dataset comprises sales numbers of 811 products in 52 weeks period. The purpose of the test was to isolate the most occurring sales sequences and how the number of trained products affects the overfitting of the ETT. The test shows that ETT can easily isolate the most occurring sales sequences, but also reveals that the overfitting is also the issue, similarly as with other machine learning algorithms.
The first process discovery test-case is done using the business process analysis R package named bupaR [10] . In the bupaR package, there are multiple real-life event logs for process discovery purposes, where we selected the event log comprising hospital process activities for treating septic patients. The proposed ETT successfully recognized the same process as in [11] .
As the last test, we used the BPI 2019 Challenge dataset [37] . We selected and separated one of the flows in the dataset. Then we compared the results obtained by ETT and process flows determined by the winners of the challenge Diba, Remy, and Pufahl in [38] . The resulting process flows are almost identical.
The next section of this article gives an overview of the related work regarding automata, their usage in the process discovery and existing methods for the process discovery in general. The generic ETT model is defined in Section III. The same section defines ETT actions and discusses the architecture and interfaces needed for using the proposed ETT. We give additional function definitions and specializations of ETT for the process discovery purpose in Section IV. Additional ETT considerations, including statistical ETT projection, are given in Section V. Experimental testing of the proposed ETT is given in Section VI. This article is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Studying data in communication starts with Shannon's work [6] that introduces information theory. The data exchanged in communication between two sides can be more or less regular. The regularity of the data is correlated to the entropy H (·), where higher entropy means more irregular data. The entropy is also correlated to the predictability of the data. This has been linked to the data compressibility by Ziv and Lempel [13] , which resulted in LZ77 and LZ78 algorithms. In their work, Ziv and Lempel report the use of finite state machines (FSM) for the encoding of the input data. Later research by Feder et al. used FSM for assessment of the input data compressibility [15] and predictability [16] . Sherwood and Calder [17] further advance the FSM approach by introducing Moore machine [14] for the encoding purposes and automating learning of the FSM machines from the input data that defines a language L, which is done in two steps. The first step is to convert the language L into a set of regular expressions, followed by the creation of a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA).
Automata are often studied in the context of formal language detection and recognition [3] . A formal language is defined by a formally describing grammar, which is a set of rules that language must adhere to. Chomsky classifies four types of grammars [12] , known as the Chomsky hierarchy presented in Table 1 . Automata are manually built to follow these rules, and by doing it to detect and recognize whether the analyzed language is following them.
An overview of conversions between regular grammar and automata is given by Gruber and Holzer in [18] . Building automata for existing grammar is not a suitable approach when we have existing data or an event log. This becomes even more complex when processing endless evolving data streams where the underlying grammar could be constantly evolving too. [12] .
Language acquiring and its inductive inference is machine learning motivated and allows generating automata from an input language sample. Yang argues in [19] that natural order is to learn the language first and then to infer the related grammar from it. In fact, according to Yang, it is possible to have multiple unrelated grammars for a complex language. Language inferring is not a new method. Gold in [21] discusses the possibility of creating an artificial intelligence algorithm that learns an unknown language. In the article, Gold assesses properties of the learnable languages, from the Chomsky hierarchy to the complexity of the input language. Language limitation is the key, as most of the unlimited languages can comprise an endless amount of information, thus becoming too complex for any practical learning. This is related to the basic Shannon's information theory, where the predictability of the input language makes it limited or unlimited. This is especially important when processing endless inputs. Additional advancement of the language learning algorithms is given by Blum and Blum in [20] , which utilize a Turing machine for learning input enumerations. Zeugmann in [22] gives an overview of research on the subject of inductive inference machines and further advances this research. Pastore, Micucci, and Mariani in [23] are processing input program traces and automatically generate timed automata from it. Timed automata are specific for having additional time conditions on their transitions. An overview of sequential pattern mining methods is given by Mooney and Roddick in [27] . Hingston in [28] uses FSM for mining of sequential patterns.
Recently there has been a rise in the popularity of hybrid automata methods, having a pre-processing algorithm that transforms input data into the language of the underlying automaton. HranisavljeviÄĞ, Niggemann, and Maier present their deep learning detection method in [24] . They use a deep-learning neural network to pre-process an input set of signals and obtain preliminary classification, which is then used to learn timed automata. Such a method is capable of learning sequences from a very complex source of continuous and discrete signals, and by this capturing a latent process. Anomaly detection was added to the method by adding frequency analysis in the timed automaton, marking sequences that occur rarely. Von Birgelen and Niggemann in [25] use self-organizing maps (SOM) as the pre-processing method for the underlying timed automata.
The process mining research agenda was proposed by Van der Aalst and Weijters in [26] , describing event log parsing and discussing the main issues in the process mining area. Process mining comprises process discovery, conformance checking, and process optimization. Parallel activity execution is one of the main issues in the process discovery. Since event logs are usually sequential, it would be ideal to have some sort of follow-up information, such as the event starting and ending time. If such information is unavailable, then a random sequence of the activity execution might lead us to the conclusion that some activities are executed in parallel, similarly to the synthetic example in [26] . Leemans, Fahland, and Van der Aalst in [29] further discuss the parallelization issue in the context of processing event logs and event streams. The problem of parallelization is especially present when processing event streams, being caused by the evolving nature of the processed stream. The notion of single-pass process discovery algorithms is closely related to the way how the algorithms learn sequences of the activity execution. If a process discovery algorithm needs to move back and forth through the processed event log, this automatically means that it cannot be considered for processing event streams since it must keep some events and activities in its memory, thus, it is not a single-pass process discovery algorithm that moves only forward in the processed event stream and does not keep events and activities in its memory. IMd proposed in [29] is one of such single-pass algorithms, additionally utilizing deterministic finite automata (DFA) for its operation. Other event stream capable algorithms are Heuristic Miner (HM) proposed in [30] by Burattin, Sperduti, and van der Aalst and Constructs Competition Miner (CCM) proposed in [31] by Redlich et al. There are many applications of the process mining on real-world problems. We selected a hospital event log comprising septic patient treatment activities, described by Mannhardt and Blinde in [11] , to enable comparison with results obtained by Data-aware Heuristic Miner (DHM) proposed by Mannhardt et al. in [32] .
III. THE EVOLVING TOKENIZED TRANSDUCER MODEL A. HYBRID CLASSIFICATION ARCHITECTURE
Data items collected from multiple information and technical systems can be of different types and conforming to multiple schemata, such as the XES IEEE standard [1] . In most cases, such data cannot be passed directly into automata to accomplish data sequence learning and classification. For example, collected data could comprise complex objects, such as pictures, for which we can use the convolutional neural networks (CNN) [33] for their semantic segmentation, to create a simple alphabet from detected classes. It is a necessity to pre-process and pre-classify data to be usable from the automata perspective, similarly to what was done in [24] , [25] .
A high-level schema of the used hybrid classification architecture can be seen in Figure 1 .
The input streams D 1 , . . . , D n delivers data directly from the data-producing systems. Data items in the input streams are pre-processed before learning and classifying data sequences by the subsequent automata. We do not prescribe which machine learning algorithms should be used in the pre-processing procedures, as this is specific for each case based on data coming from the input data streams. Pre-processing procedures could comprise:
• Aggregation of multiple items from the input data streams into a single data item. For example, an activity could be inferred from several technical systems readings or information system event records, retrieved from multiple input data streams. The aggregation procedure can be done using hard-coded rules,
• Reordering of the data items retrieved from the input data streams, or aggregated data items. The resulting consolidated data stream must have data items timeordered,
• Pre-processing of individual data items by transforming their attributes,
• Pre-classification of data items by using some of the machine learning algorithms, suitable for processing data streams, such as clustering algorithms, artificial neural networks [24] , decision rules, decision trees, self-organizing maps [25] , and similar. The class of each data item could be considered for the input alphabet of the subsequent automata. The result of the pre-processing is then written on the consolidated data stream D c . The consolidated data stream at step k, denoted as D [k] c , comprises ordered k data items that are the result of the pre-processing procedures, which can be defined as
where at step k, I [k] is the set of all used context identifiers, T [k] is the set of all timestamps, and C [k] is the set of all output classes from the pre-processing procedures, which is the same as the input alphabet of the subsequent automata. Each data item is a tuple that comprises a context identifier id [j] ∈ I [k] , a starting timestamp t [k] , and a class of the data item class [j] ∈ C [k] .
Definition 1 (Evolution of the Consolidated Data Stream):
The consolidated data stream defined in (1) is considered evolving, when at step k + 1 a new context identifier
, or a class that extends the automata input
Definition 1 requires the subsequent automata to be evolving as well. To our best knowledge, no automata model currently support such a requirement, i.e., we would need to rebuild the whole automaton in the case of the consolidated data stream evolution. This is one of the main reasons for proposing ETT, which in addition to evolving stream solves the multi-contextuality issue as well.
B. THE EVOLVING TOKENIZED TRANSDUCER MODEL
The proposed ETT is based on the non-deterministic pushdown automata (NDPA) [4] . NDPA has two alphabets, the first for retrieving input data, and the second for storing information in the associated stack. A specific transition function helps NDPA selecting transition based on the current state, the retrieved element of the stack, and the input element. We use NDPA as the foundation, extending the stack into an array assigned to each state of the ETT. Instead of using the stack alphabet, ETT uses a set of tokens that are stored in state arrays.
The proposed ETT is generic and not exclusively process discovery related. We give ETT specialization for process discovery in Section IV.
Definition 2 (Evolving Tokenized Transducer (ETT)): ETT at step k ∈ N of retrieving data from an input data stream D [k] is defined by a tuple
where:
• Q is a set of all states,
• is an input alphabet set,
• is an output alphabet set,
• T is a set of tokens,
• ⊆ Q × is a state and output alphabet mapping relation,
• η ⊆ Q × T , is a state and token mapping relation, which assigns tokens to states, where ∀τ ∈ T ∃!q ∈ Q((q, τ ) ∈ η), i.e., a token can be assigned to a single state,
where is a set of additional token selection functions,
, is a state-token transition and mapping function,
ETT is defined to be evolving allowing it to change for each step k. For each step, starting with the first k = 1, ETT retrieves a data item d [k] from the input data stream D [k] . The input symbol σ [k] is then functionally derived from the input data item d [k] . For example, based on (1), we could have σ [k] = class(d [k] ). ETT sets and functions can change for each step k allowing ETT to recognize data sequences encountered in the previous k steps. The initial ETT can be pre-generated, meaning its sets and functions are defined before the first data item is retrieved from the input data stream, e.g., when we generate ETT from a pre-defined grammar. If the initial ETT is empty, then we must rely VOLUME 7, 2019 on learning actions to extend the ETT for each data item retrieved from the input data stream.
The transition function has two basic purposes, to map state transitions based on the input symbol σ [k] , and to transform tokens. We define this as
where µ is the token transformation function, which produces the output token based on the input token and data
, and δ is the state-transition function found in other automata definitions that maps stateto-state transitions, here implemented through a relational mapping
which keeps the ETT structure. The state-transition function is defined as
is returned when there is no transition in ETT that would support the combination of the input state q s and symbol σ [k] . The token selection function π is additionally specialized by using an additional selection function ψ ∈ ( ∪ { }). The final token selection function is a composition
where the specialized function ψ performs additional token filtering after function π.
To make the proposed ETT functional, we need auxiliary algorithms. These algorithms are called actions and are divided into classification and learning actions. Classification actions are used to push tokens around the ETT structure and by that performing classification of the input sequences. Learning actions are used to extend the ETT structure to incorporate new sequences. Learning actions are complemented with classification actions for pushing tokens after the extension.
1) CLASSIFICATION ACTIONS a: THE PUSH-FORWARD ACTION
Represents the basic action of ETT, which pushes to the next state and transforms existing tokens based on the input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] . We start by selecting appropriate tokens for the retrieved input and checking the assigned states
We use the token selection function π to retrieve all appropriate tokens according to the user-defined token selection function ψ for the input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] . Then we retrieve all state-token pairs from the relation η matching tokens from the token selection function π. This results in a subset of all state-token pairs suitable for a transition, defined as
3:
We check the transition mapping for each state-token pair (q s , τ s ) ∈ η π . If no transition supports the state-token
we perform the push-forward action by consuming the token τ s from the state q s , generating the token τ t and assigning it to the state q t . After each token push (q s , τ s )
ETT generates output symbols defined in the relation for the state q t .
b: THE PUSH-START ACTION
If we cannot perform the push-forward actions, this might be due to the unavailability of an appropriate token
or there is no transition that would support any of the selected state-token pairs
In such a case, there needs to be a transition that allows inserting a new token τ into the starting state q ∈ S. New token τ is generated by the token mapping function µ (3) from the input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] .
2:
if q ∈ S then 4 :
After each token insertion
−−−−→ (q, τ ), ETT generates output symbols defined in the relation for the state q.
c: THE PUSH-END ACTION
We can consume an existing token from ETT in case we have an appropriate state-token pair in a final state
In such a case, there needs to be a transition that allows the consumption of the token τ from the final state q ∈ F.
3: 4: if q = ∧ τ = then 5 :
−−−−→ , ETT generates output symbols defined in the relation for the state q.
2) LEARNING ACTIONS a: THE EXTENSION-PUSH ACTION
The extension-push action can be done in case there is at least one state-token pair (q s , τ s ) ∈ η π that matches the input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] , but there is no transition that would support pushing tokens forward
In such a case, our additional option is to check whether ETT already comprises a transition having a target state q t that supports the input symbol Figure 2 shows two extension-push options. On the left side, we extend ETT by simply adding a new q 5 state, ignoring that (q 3 , c 4 , q 4 ) ∈ R δ exists (4). This usually leads to the creation of disconnected paths inside ETT, which could be separated into distinct ETTs, not covered in this article. On the right side of Figure 2 , we see the option with reusing the state q 4 . In this case, we add only a transition (q 1 , c 4 , q 4 ) ∈ R δ . The second option is less likely to create disconnected paths, but more likely to become overfitted.
In case we are adding a new state, ETT is extended to have a single push targeting state q t and an output symbol γ t assigned to it. The output symbol γ t is the output class for the state q t , which allows the classification correction for all input symbols that have transitions targeting the state q t .
For each input state-token pair (q s , τ s ), a new transition is added between states q s and q t that supports the input symbol Algorithm 4 Add a New State q t and Symbol γ t
After each extension-push action, the related push-forward action is performed to push the token through the newly added transition.
Algorithm 5 The Extension-Push
If we cannot perform any of the push actions and there is no appropriate token or state-token pair that would support the input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] ∀ψ
We can extend ETT to have a state q and an output symbol γ using Algorithm 4. We add the state q to the starting states S and a starting transition to the relational mapping R δ . After the extension-start action
is performed, to insert the token τ to the state q, and generate the output symbol γ .
Algorithm 6 The Extension-Start Action
An extension of ETT can be possible to allow the final consumption of tokens. This action, along with push-end action, VOLUME 7, 2019 is usually performed only when we are certain that a data sequence is completed and will not continue further. This is not always the case with evolving ETTs where we need to be certain that the retrieved data item d [k] from the input data stream is the last in its context, i.e., process, product, customer, and similar. When performing the extension-end action we have to know a state-token pair (q, τ ) for it.
Algorithm 7
The Extension-End Action
After the extension-end action q
−−−−→ is performed, to consume the token τ from the state q, and output symbols defined in the relation for the state q.
C. TOKEN DECAY AND ETT NOISE TOLERANCE
When processing endless data streams, without knowing whether a context encountered in the stream will ever finish, tokens are kept indefinitely. Since the complexity of the token selection function π scales with the number of tokens, the choice of implementation is of great importance. A limited problem or event log is a prerequisite for the indefinite keeping of tokens since only by imposing such limitation we can select the appropriate implementation of π that will be good enough to work for the input. As soon as we move to an endless input, no implementation solution for π would guarantee a successful endless outcome. In such a case, limiting the number tokens we keep is the only solution. For ETT to be successfully operational even in the case of endless input, we introduce a token decay mechanism that helps us removing unnecessary and keep relevant tokens, e.g., tokens whose contexts most probably did not end yet, or for sequences that still have some possibility to finish. The proposed token decay mechanism is a composition of decay functions
where τ is the checked token, σ [k] is the input symbol, d [k] is the input data item and λ is the decay parameter tuple, and k is the current undertaken step. The token decay function returns the updated token τ and the result of the checking, being decay = 0 when the token τ is not obsolete and decay = 1 when the token τ is obsolete.
Definition 3 (λ λ λ Data Item Count Decay):
The number of data items λ d ∈ N that is allowed to be retrieved from the input data stream after the token insertion or push. If the token context does not continue within the λ d data items of the token insertion or push, token decays and gets removed.
Another issue is the noise tolerance. Noise is not relevant when we learn data sequences, as every input data item d [k] retrieved from the input data stream D [k] is immediately reflected in the ETT structure. The noise becomes observable and significant when we perform classification only, i.e., when we use only pushing actions.
Definition 4 (λ λ λ Context Noise Tolerance): The number of random irrelevant data items λ n ∈ N 0 that is allowed to be inserted between two data items that belong to the token context. Generic ETT from Definition 2 is λ n = ∞ context noise tolerant.
We can define additional decay and noise elements that affect token decay and removal. For Definitions 3 and 4, the token decay mechanism can be redefined as
where d is the token data item count decay function and n is the context noise tolerance function.
Algorithm 8 Token Decay and Removal
4:
if decay(x) = 1 then 5:
After performing normal pushing actions, ETT can check for obsolete tokens, update non-obsolete tokens or remove obsolete tokens preventing their contexts to have fully recognized data sequences.
D. OUTPUT ALPHABET AND CLASSIFICATION CORRECTION
ETT also performs the classification correction of the input data items. The hybrid classification architecture shown in Figure 1 has the pre-classification step, responsible for assigning classes to data items retrieved from the consolidated data stream. The ETT input alphabet is the set of input classes, the output alphabet is the set of output classes, whereas the structure of ETT is the establishing relational mapping between input and output classes for classification correction. We define a classification relationship function as
The idea behind classification correction is to make ETT generating data sequence-related classification output. We want ETT to be a data sequence classifier. Since there is no special intelligence for the creation of the output alphabet in the ETT learning and classification actions, we rely on users to perform a posteriori marking of ETT states with output symbols, i.e., output classes. For example, a detected and known fraud sequence could require an early warning, so that users get notified about the ongoing fraudulent activities in the underlying systems. After a sequence has been already learned and reflected in the ETT structure, we can mark specific points in the sequence that require output warning and specific attention of users.
Example 1 from the introduction section is a situation where multiple input classes can be part of the same output class. The relationship between input and output classes for Example 1 would be
ETT obtained from Example 1 is shown in Figure 3 . In the following case = {a 1 , a 2 , a 5 , a 7 , a 10 , a 25 }, = , = {(q 1 , a 1 ), (q 2 , a 2 ), (q 3 , a 10 ), (q 4 , a 25 ), (q 5 , a 5 ), (q 6 , a 6 )}
ETT does not create the same output as the final classification for both sequences, i.e., sequences cannot be classified as the same process. By rearranging the output alphabet = {a 1 , a 2 , a 5 , a 7 , a 10 , a 25 },
ETT creates the same output for both sequences. For ETT on the left side of Figure 2 , using the principle from (20) , we would get multiple states mapped to the same output symbol as 
which would automatically result in
IV. ETT SPECIALIZATION FOR PROCESS DISCOVERY
The ETT model in Definition 2 is generic. More details and specializations are needed to make ETT suitable for usage in the process discovery.
A. ETT INPUT ALPHABET AND TOKEN STRUCTURE
Data items in the consolidated data stream defined in (1) are having all elements needed for an ETT input symbol σ [k] . The input symbol is defined as
Each token must enable tracking of data sequence contexts. We expect that tracking generic data sequences will result in one token per context, while process discovery might have multiple parallel tokens per process, each identifying one parallel flow. Based on (1), a token is defined as a relation
where uid is a token unique identifier and in our case, this is a sequence of numbers uid = j, and λ is a decay parameter tuple used by the token decay function.
The context noise tolerance function (16)(17) is defined as
where τ is the updated original token τ having decremented noise counter λ n (λ(τ )) = λ n (λ(τ )) − 1. A newly created token is defined as τ
. The token noise counter λ n (λ(τ )) is initialized to the λ n (λ) parameter and decremented for each data item in the token context id(τ ) = id(d [k] c ) that does not push the token. Once the noise counter expires λ n (λ(τ )) < 0, the token τ gets removed. For the process discovery purpose, we mostly use λ n = 0, as this is a strict task that does not tolerate noise.
The token data item count decay function (16)(17) is defined as
A newly created token is defined as
c ), k, λ). The token data item count parameter is initialized to the processing step λ d (λ(τ )) = k. Once we retrieve more data than in the input decay parameter λ d (λ(τ )) < (k − λ d (λ)), the token τ gets removed.
We define the ETT token selection function as (29) and additional specialized token selection functions from Definition 2 as
ETT token mapping function from (3) is defined as
B. SEQUENTIAL ACTIVITY EXECUTION
According to the definitions and examples provided in [26] , sequential activities are easily represented in the input data stream since they need to be ordered by the precedence of execution. Starting and ending timestamps t s , t e must be available on each activity data item. As discussed in [26] , activity timestamps might not be provided by all process participating systems. Our assumption for this article is that systems are capable of providing at least some sort of timing. In ETT, sequential activity execution is learned and classified through pushing tokens forward. This can be done only for tokens that are preceding the current data item activity, i.e., by using selection function π in combination with ψ < as defined in (29) and (30) .
C. PARALLEL ACTIVITY EXECUTION
Parallel activity execution can be detected by using the function ψ ≥ in the token selection function π. If the token selection function returns at least one token, this means that there are tokens in ETT whose timing suggests that their activities are executed in parallel with the current data item activity. In such a case, extending and pushing actions must work on parallel flows, and old tokens are not removed from ETT.
To determine or extend an appropriate parallel flow, we need to select parallel flows common branching state. For this, we need a path-finding function
1) THE PUSH-PARALLEL ACTION
First, we determine all state-token pairs that are parallel to the current data item activity
In the normal classification case, we need to find the oldest state-token pair (q o , τ o )
The minimal condition is
There must be a state q c that is the closest predecessor of q o and has a transition satisfying the input symbol σ [k] to the state q t . The state q t must not be on the path between q c and q o . We perform the push-parallel action for the oldest state-token pair (q o , τ o ) defined in Algorithm 9, denoted as
After the push-parallel action is successfully done, ETT generates output symbols defined in the relation for the state q t . Figure 4 shows an example of push-parallel action. We use the path-finding function ϕ (32) to find the nearest branching state q c , i.e., the length of the path between q c and q o must be the shortest possible. The path ϕ(q c , q o ) must not include the state q t and there must be a direct transition between q c and q t that supports the input symbol σ [k] . Token τ o is then mapped using function µ and the new token τ t is inserted in the state q t . The old token τ o remains in ETT. 
Algorithm 9 The Push-Parallel Action
1: q c ← arg min q ∈ Q|ϕ(q, q o )| (32),(35) 2: if ϕ(q c , q o ) = ∅ then 3: for (q t , τ t ) ∈ (q c , τ o , σ [k] , d [k] c ) do (3) 4: if q t = ∧ q t / ∈ ϕ(q c , q o ) then 5: T ← T ∪ {τ t } 6: η ← η ∪ {(q t , τ t )}
2) THE EXTENSION-PARALLEL ACTION
In case we cannot find q c or q t in (35) we can perform ETT extension for the oldest state-token pair (q o , τ o ) found in (34) . There must be an immediate predecessor state to state q o p :
We can extend ETT by adding a parallel state q t to the immediate predecessor state q p and a transition that supports the input symbol σ [k] . After this extension, (35) is satisfied and the previously described push-parallel action can be executed.
Algorithm 10
The Extension-Parallel Action 1: for q p ∈ p(q o ) do (36) 2:
Other Parallel Actions: If the case when (36) is not satisfied, then there is no predecessor state q p at all. To resolve this, ETT can be extended by using the extension-start action and inserting a new token to the new starting state.
Some parallel flows can reach a merging point. When retrieving a new data item d [k] c , some parallel tokens can now appear sequential, i.e., can be selected by using the token selection function ψ < (29) . If there is no merging state q m where all such sequential tokens π(σ [k] , d [k] c , ψ < ) can be pushed, the merging state is created by the extension-push actions. According to Algorithms 4 and 5, the extension-push action creates a single extending state. In our case, this is the merging state q m . Figure 5 shows an example of merging two parallel flows. In the example π(σ [k] , d [k] c , ψ < ) = {τ x , τ y } and η π = {(q x , τ x ), (q y , τ y )}. According to the definition of the token in (26) and token mapping function in (31) , for the example in Figure 5 we will have µ(q x , τ x , σ [k] , d [k] c ) = µ(q y , τ y , σ [k] , d [k] c ) = τ m since both τ x and τ y have the same context identifier id(τ x ) = id(τ y ) and both push-forward actions are initiated by the same input symbol σ [k] and data item d [k] c . This results in a state and token merge. 
V. ADDITIONAL ETT CONSIDERATIONS
Learning ETT from an unbounded data stream might be quite challenging from the memory consumption and processor power usage point of view. We identified major issues that can considerably decrease ETT performance. An ETT that processes a high-velocity input stream can have a high number of active tokens. At some point, we might need to handle thousands of tokens at the same time. This makes the token selection function π and calculation of the state-token mapping relation η π having the highest complexities since they are executed for each retrieved data item d [k] . Performance boosting strategies for π and η π are:
• Using hash tables, where the key is the context identifier and the value is the token itself.
• Using a parallelized approach, where each parallel flow is used to process one ETT state. This approach can be implemented in clustered environments such as Apache Spark, where each cluster node can be dedicated to store one ETT state definition and perform all selections and calculations for it. Another issue is learning from a highly irregular data stream. This inevitably raises the number of states |Q| and transitions |R δ | in ETT. To cope with such an explosion, we regularly downsized ETT to sequences that were regularly occurring in the input data stream. For this, we need to collect statistics on states and transitions of ETT. The collected statistics might capture all sorts of information such as token movement, input and output class occurrences, frequency of used transitions, frequency of state-token assignment and removal, and similar.
To track statistics, we introduce mapping relations
where S is the state statistics for an ETT state or transition. In our case, the measured statistic is the count of token insertions into ETT states or transition push-forwards, which can be defined as
To optimize ETT execution efficiency, the best option is to keep tracking simple statistics, to eliminate unnecessary mathematic calculations.
A. TRANSITION-INDUCED SUB-ETT
We define a subset of ETT transitions using the count of push-forwards through them as
where S δ is a minimal push-forward count threshold for selecting a transition. We define an ETT projection as
which is a transition-induced sub-ETT, where only transitions that have at least S δ push-forwards and their adjacent states are included. Only the most regular data sequences are part VOLUME 7, 2019 of the ETT projection ETT S + . The set of starting states in the projection S(ETT S + ) must be calculated as
The state q is considered for a starting state if there is an inbound transition from q to q that is not included in the projected ETT. If we transition-induce only the most regular data sequences, what represents the remainder of the original ETT? The remainder of the original ETT
is an ETT that comprises anomalous data sequences. Both projections combined must return the original ETT.
These two transition-induced ETTs can be used to detect:
• Regular data sequences. Data sequences that can be obtained only by traversing through ETT S + .
• Anomalous data sequences. Data sequences that can be obtained only by traversing through ETT S − .
• Irregular data sequences. Data sequences that can be obtained by traversing through both ETT S − and ETT S + . These data sequences are made of regular and irregular subsequences.
B. PRECEDENCE OF ETT ACTIONS
Not all ETT actions can be executed simultaneously. For that reason, we define the rules and precedence of execution for ETT actions. 1) Classification, push actions. We try to perform one of the push actions for the retrieved data item. Once we succeed to push or create a new token using either pushforward, push-parallel or push-start action, we proceed to retrieve the following data item from the input data stream. The precedence of push actions is the following a) push-forward defined in Section III-B.1.a b) push-parallel defined in Section IV-C.1 c) push-start defined in Section III-B.1.b 2) Learning, extension actions. If we are unable to perform any of the push actions, ETT could be extended using extension actions. After the ETT extension, we immediately use a corresponding push action to push tokens in the extended ETT. The precedence of extension-push action pairs is a) extension-push defined in Section III-B.2.a, followed by push-forward b) extension-parallel defined in Section IV-C.2, followed by push-parallel c) extension-start defined in Section III-B.2.b, followed by push-start 3) Extension for token consumption. Explicit invoking of the extension-end action for a state-token pair (q, τ ) and data item d [k] retrieved from the input data stream. The extension-end action is defined in Section III-B.2.c. 4) Token consumption. Performing the push-end action for every data item retrieved from the input data stream, regardless if there was some push or extension action successfully done for the same data item before that, i.e., the push-end action is always performed last. The push-end action is defined in Section III-B.1.c.
C. ETT COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT
Looking at all actions, most of the iterations correlate with the number of tokens and states obtained by invoking functions π and η π . We identify the worst-case scenario to be when each data item d [k] ∈ D [k] c is belonging to a different context, i.e., |C [k] | = k. ETT for such a scenario would have k tokens and starting states |T | = |S| = k. Token count decay function d in Definition 3 can be used both in learning and classification-only modes and helps to cap the total number of tokens in the current ETT to |T | = λ d < ∞ for our worst-case scenario. Using count decay function, the worst-case scenario complexity is λ d O(1) for each data item retrieved from the consolidated data stream D [k] c . It is required to have exactly one iteration to check all tokens in T to select appropriate action and to perform d function. Using token count decay we can significantly decrease ETT complexity, which is important when processing endless event streams. This way we can plan computational resources for each event stream scenario. However, if we do not use token count decay function d , no matter which strategy we use for implementing functions π and η π , we always have O(k) for each data item read from D [k] c .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The practical ETT implementation was done in the R programming language, due to the availability of the supporting packages such as bupaR [10] . We used R environments for the hash table implementation, based on the benchmark testing in [35] . The following test-cases are selected purposefully, to avoid creating disconnected ETT. To further avoid creating disconnected ETT we decided to reuse existing states, described in (14) and the right side of Figure 2 .
A. A SIMPLE ETT EXAMPLE
To demonstrate ETT and its actions, we created a simple synthetic event log, which has enough diverse data items to perform most of the previously defined ETT actions. We use the following initial ETT
The input data stream is defined as D [5] = {d [1] = c 1 , d [2] = c 1 , d [3] = c 2 , d [4] = c 4 , d [5] = c 5 } (45)
We use functional dependency σ [k] = d [k] for this example. k = 1, d [1] = c 1 : We do not have an appropriate token for the input symbol c 1 , i.e., π(c 1 , c 1 , ) = ∅, but we can find a transition ( , c 1 , q 1 ) ∈ R δ , which means that we can invoke the push-start action c 1 ,c 1 − −− → (q 1 , τ 1 ). Figure 6 shows the push-start action. The arrows drawn between states denote that there is at least one transition between these two states that supports token push action, defined in R δ . ETT at step k = 1 adds an output symbol out = {γ 1 } and the token set is T = {τ 1 }. FIGURE 6. ETT push-start example. k = 2, d [2] = c 1 : Again, there is no token for the input symbol c 1 , i.e., π(c 1 , c 1 , ) = ∅, which means that we can again invoke the push-start action Figure 7 shows the second push-start action. ETT at step k = 2 adds an output symbol out = {γ 1 , γ 1 } and the token set is T = {τ 1 , τ 2 }. FIGURE 7. ETT second push-start. k = 3, d [3] = c 2 : Tokens π(c 2 , c 2 , ) = {τ 1 , τ 2 } matches the input symbol c 2 . From Figure 7 we see that η {τ 1 ,τ 2 } = {(q 1 , τ 1 ), (q 1 , τ 2 )}. Based on Algorithm 1, we can invoke the push-forward actions (q 1 , τ 1 ) Figure 8 shows the result of the pushforward actions. ETT at step k = 3 adds output symbols out = {γ 1 , γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 2 } and the token set is T = {τ 3 , τ 4 }. k = 4, d [4] = c 4 : Tokens π(c 4 , c 4 , ) = {τ 3 , τ 4 } are matching the input symbol c 4 . From Figure 8 we see that η {τ 3 ,τ 4 } = {(q 2 , τ 3 ), (q 2 , τ 4 )}. However, we do not have any transitions in R δ that would allow us to perform any of the push actions. Since we have at least one state-token pair (q 2 , * ), we can do extend-push action q 2 Figure 9 shows the result of the extensionpush actions. ETT is now defined as 
ETT at step k = 4 adds output symbols out = {γ 1 , γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 2 , γ 4 , γ 4 } and the token set is T = {τ 5 , τ 6 }. k = 5, d [5] = c 5 : No tokens π(c 5 , c 5 , ) = ∅ could be pushed forward and there are no starting states that would support push-start actions for the input symbol c 5 . We can do extend-start action Figure 10 shows the result of the aforementioned extension-start action. ETT is now defined as ETT = (Q = {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , q 5 }, = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 }, = {γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 5 }, = {(q 1 , γ 1 ), (q 2 , γ 2 ), (q 3 , γ 3 ), (q 4 , γ 4 ), (q 5 , γ 5 )},
ETT at step k = 5 adds an output symbol out = {γ 1 , γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 2 , γ 4 , γ 4 , γ 5 } and the token set is T = {τ 5 , τ 6 , τ 7 }.
B. A SYNTHETIC PROCESS DISCOVERY EXAMPLE
Van der Aalst and Weijters in the process discovery agenda [26] give an example of a synthetic process log that comprises several cases and activities, having both sequential and parallel activity execution flows. In their work authors conclude that activities B and C are executed in parallel since there is no specific order of their appearance for different cases. In our case, to resolve this assumption we added timestamps to the process log entries. Timestamps were added to follow the process given in Figure 1 in [26] , as we want to obtain the same result using ETT. Based on (1) we redefine the synthetic process log from [26] to be as in Table 2 . Timestamps in the table are expressed in seconds elapsed from the beginning of Case 1. [26] . Figure 11 shows ETT after the processing of the log from Table 2 . This is consistent with the Petri net in Figure 1 in [26] . It must be noticed that Case 5 has nothing in common with other cases, thus, it could be considered for a separated process. ETT in Figure 11 is disconnected, i.e., it could be separated into two ETTs. The final tokens reflect the end of the synthetic process log, allowing to proceed with activity data. 
We extend the synthetic log as in Table 3 . Such an extension is equivalent to adding new data items to an input data stream. Figure 12 shows the ETT extension. We can see two additional parallel flows Task G → Task J and Task H → Task I. Eventually, a common Task 7 is created from data items d [23] and d [24] to merge all flows, including Task E → Task F. ETT in Figure 12 is not disconnected. Another test we conducted was on a time-series dataset comprising sales of 811 products in one year period. Tan et al. in [9] are using this dataset to find alternative products. They argue that if the favorable product gets out of the stock, this will increase sales of alternative products. Such a switch from favorable to alternative products will happen with some time shift. We used the same dataset to obtain a better understanding of sales quantity sequences, and whether ETT can be used to detect and identify the most common and longest sequences in the dataset. Additionally, we checked whether identifying similar products in the dataset is possible. Product identifiers in the dataset are anonymized, and sales quantities are normalized. The whole dataset has 42172 real numbers in the range [0, 1] ∈ R. The pre-processing phase, seen in Figure 1 , must contain an algorithm that will initially classify input quantities in a countable set of classes C [k] , for which we decided to use unsupervised algorithms to avoid explicit learning. Due to linearly distributed normalized sales quantities in the range [0, 1], we decided to use binning as the pre-classification method for input sales quantities. Figure 13 shows the results of the binning. The sales quantities distribution has most of the values in the range [0, 0.8]. The binning method is satisfactory for the sales dataset, so we proceeded to learn sales quantity sequences. Having few classes for a big number of sequences in combination with reusing states while extending ETT would ultimately lead to its overfitting. We performed cross-evaluation of ETT by using two disjunct subsets of products for learning and testing. Lowering the influence of ETT overfitting was done by performing a transitional-induced projection of ETT (40), by simultaneously raising the threshold S δ (39) for each testing cycle. As we raised S δ , more regular sequences were isolated in the ETT transition-induced projection.
The first test was performed on the learning product subset {P 1 , . . . , P 20 } and the testing product subset {P 21 , . . . , P 40 }.
We have a total number of 1020 potentially successful transitions for 20 products and 52 weeks. We counted successful push-forwards for each setting of the threshold S δ . Figure 14 shows successful push-forward transitions per threshold S δ for the tested product subset. Non-projected, initial ETT has 1010 successful pushforward counts for the tested product subset. This means that almost all transitions between learning and testing product subsets were matched, resulting in the conclusion that initial ETT is obviously overfitted. As we raise the threshold S δ , the transition-induced ETTs are getting smaller and comprise more regular sequences. As a consequence, we get less successful push-forward transitions.
Another interesting insight we get by observing the total number of sequences, as displayed in Figure 15 . Initial ETT because of overfitting has a very low number of sequences, as they are long. This can be observed in Figure 16 , where we see that initial ETT has the maximally long sequences, i.e., 51 transitions. As the threshold S δ rises, sequences get broken down and we start observing a higher number of shorter sequences. At the higher end of the threshold parameter scale, we get very few highly regular sequences, which are also quite short. By observing the structure of the transition-induced ETTs for the high threshold scale end, we can get a good picture of what these data sequences look like, and draw some conclusions about the most regular sales quantities sequences.
The most regular sequence ETTs can be seen in Figure 17 , having all ETT projections for S δ > 19, incremented by 3. The most regular sequences are mostly occurring in bins 3-6, which is consistent with Figure 13 . These 4 bins cover 60% of all sales quantities. Taking into consideration that we work with normalized values, it turns out that most of the products are sold around 40-50% of their maximal sales. As an additional test, we wanted to check the capability of ETT to find maximally similar products in the dataset. We learned an ETT used only data for the product P 7 . Using this ETT we tested the set of products {P 21 , . . . , P 811 }. Figure 18 shows maximal uninterrupted sequence (λ n = 0) for the tested set {P 21 , . . . , P 811 }. Product P 294 has the longest sequence, so it must be the most similar to the product P 7 . Figure 19 shows a direct comparison of sales quantities between P 7 and P 294 . Their yearly sales dynamic shows to be comparable. This is not ideal since we could have a number of sales quantity pairs in P 7 making a long sequence in P 294 . It turns out that the whole dataset is quite noisy and irregular, having occasional regular data pairs.
In the search for a better result than in Figure 18 , we generated an additional synthetic product P 812 from the product P 7 . All data from P 7 were shifted for 4 weeks, and additional white Gaussian noise was added to the quantities as quantity = quantity − |N (µ = 0, σ = 0.025)| (50) Figure 20 shows a direct comparison of sales quantities between P 7 and generated P 812 . We did not introduce stronger noise than σ = 0.025 due to the binning procedure. Even so, the goal is to show that the proposed hybrid classification architecture and ETT can be successfully applied to drifting and moving time-series.
The maximal sequence in Figure 21 is detected for the product P 7 itself. ETT detected 47 weeks long uninterrupted sequence for the synthetically generated product P 812 , which is correct since the sales quantities were shifted only 4 weeks. 
D. PROCESS DISCOVERY FOR THE HOSPITAL SEPTIC PATIENT TREATMENT EVENT LOG
The process discovery case is retrieved from the business process analysis R package named bupaR [10] . In the bupaR package, there are multiple real-life event logs for process discovery purposes, where we selected the event log comprising hospital process activities for treating septic patients.
Initial rules and descriptions of the septic treatment process are given in the article [11] , which is used to verify a process obtained by the hybrid classification architecture and ETT proposed in this article. The hospital event log comprises 1050 patient cases and 16 activities.
In the event log, there are activities related to retrieval and analysis of septic related biomarkers. Although the hospital did not introduce all modern and current biomarkers used in the sepsis diagnosis, C-reactive protein (CRP), the white blood cell count (Leucocytes) and blood lactate are being assessed in the septic patient treatment process.
We created ETT based on the hospital event log without any pre-processing of data items. σ [k] is taken as the activity identifier. The full ETT structure presented in Figure 22 is equivalent to the process diagram published in [11] . All patients at some point undergo ER Registration. Most of the registered patients (971) end up in the ER Triage where an ER specialist decides further course of action, and again most of these (905) end up in the ER Sepsis Triage performed by a specialist. At any point after the ER Registration or ER Triage, patients get their blood taken and CRP, leucocytes and lactic acid biomarkers are assessed in parallel. Only rare cases are immediately after registration admitted to the intensive care (Admission IC, 1 case), or given intravenous liquid (IV Liquid, 44 cases) and intravenous antibiotics (IV Antibiotics, 10 cases). Giving intravenous liquids and antibiotics are more common after the ER Sepsis Triage or biomarker assessment.
After this, there is a patient care loop made of admissions to normal care (Admission NC) or intensive care (Admission IC), biomarkers assessment, and giving intravenous liquids (IV Liquid) and antibiotics (IV Antibiotics). The patient care loop breaks at some point, based on biomarker values, and ends up in one of the releasing activities (Release A,. . . ,Release E), or the patient is returned back to the ER (Return ER). All of the releasing activities have an option to return the patient back to the care loop, again based on the biomarker values. Figure 23 shows the most regular flows in the process. Not many patients get sepsis severe enough to get into intensive care. Most of the patients are in normal care. Also, some of the releasing activities (Release B,. . . ,Release E), as well as returning the patient to the ER, seems to be more exception than regularity. The basic patient care loop is still there, now consisting of the patient normal care and biomarker assessment. If we raise the threshold S δ , the ETT structure starts to be disconnected until only the basic patient care loop remains connected, which means that several patients went through several iterations of biomarker assessment.
Process flows, especially the patient care loop, strongly depends on biomarker values. These decisions seem to be latent in the process.
E. BPI CHALLENGE 2019
For the final test, we selected the BPI Challenge 2019 dataset [37] . This dataset is very recent and there is enough related research and work to compare our results. The BPI Challenge 2019 dataset comprises several flows of the purchase order handling process in a large Dutch company. The whole dataset is anonymized. We selected the 3-way matching, invoice before goods receipt process flow comprising only EC documents. After importing the XES dataset file into the R environment using xesreadR package [10] , we selected activities belonging to the selected process flow. From the ETT definition, the most critical are activities performed by the Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) system. This is an automated system that processes activities as a batch and writes the outcome in an output log. All SRM activities for one case are sharing the same timestamp in the dataset, which would suggest that these activities are executed in parallel. To avoid dataset temporal issues, we used the activity_instance_id attribute as the input timestamp for all activities. By doing this, we excluded the whole parallel activity execution mechanism defined in Section IV-C, which eventually did not matter as cases in the dataset are executing different activities. In the end, when merging all sub-flows, we get the complete selected flow. We used the following mapping to create a consolidated data item (1) d [k] c = (id [k] = CASE_concept_name [k] , t [k] s = activity_instance_id [k] , t [k] e = activity_instance_id [k] , class [k] = activity_id [k] ) (51) Figure 24 shows the most regular process flow obtained by the ETT projection using S δ > 70. The whole ETT comprises many other irregular transitions, turning ETT into almost a complete graph. By projecting the original ETT we discarded these irregular sub-flows. What remained is a regular process flow taken by the majority of cases. The thickness of transitions in Figure 24 represents the regularity of the transition. We compared the projected result with the result for the same process flow obtained by the challenge winners Diba, Remy, and Pufahl. The result is identical to Figure 6 in [38] with some extra transitions, possibly due to the taken threshold S δ .
VII. CONCLUSION
The starting idea for this paper was a try of using automata for sequence learning and classification. Although there are some successful attempts in this area, we found most of them lacking features that we considered useful. Process discovery is all about processing event logs or streams that intertwines multiple process instances. Based on the referenced work, context separation and event log sampling are still an issue. Using non-deterministic automata in such a context would require the creation of separate automaton instance for each context. This seems to be a waste of processing resources. Also, in case of structure extension, which happens when we want to incorporate a new sequence, merging structures of all automata instances seems to be a hard task.
To solve these issues, we proposed ETT as a new automata model, to be applicable in the process discovery. ETT has typical learning and classification phases. There are distinct sets of actions to support both learning and classification. Also, we can use ETT to classify sequences, which allowed us to perform sequence cross-validation. ETT is a transducer, meaning that it can generate output symbols to perform classification correction. Using the output alphabet, ETT can correct classification obtained from input data items. Writing an output symbol only when the whole sequence ends, ETT can notify about the detection of an important sequence. This can be used in the middle of a sequence, which is useful in fraud detection as an early warning mechanism. Being intended for the processing of endless data streams, ETT must have an evolving nature. Every learned data item from the input data stream is reflected in the ETT structure, driving its evolution. The introduced token system allows ETT to be multicontextual. One ETT instance is capable of learning and classifying multiple contexts simultaneously. Instead of having an automaton in a single state, the state of ETT is nondeterministic and described by the set of tokens. Tokens are then pushed through the ETT structure, which is the way how ETT performs classification of the input data stream. We proposed a token decay mechanism that enables ETT context noise tolerance. The proposed decay mechanism is also used to limit the token set, by removing non-relevant tokens.
Finally, to distinguish regular, irregular and anomalous sequences, we introduced tracking statistics on states and transitions of the ETT structure. Using tracking statistics we can perform projection that isolates the ETT structure comprising only regular or irregular sequence parts.
In the experimental section, we tested the proposed ETT by using multiple test cases and datasets. We used synthetic datasets and processes to verify basic ETT capabilities, such as the ability to learn and classify parallel activities. We used ETT to learn data sequences in product sales dataset, and then to isolate the most regular sequence. ETT has proven to be successful in cross-validation as well. Using the hospital event log, we tested whether ETT is capable of correctly learning a more complex and parallel process.
ETT shows to be a prominent automaton model and sequence detection method, as it opens a variety of future research topics. It is possible to perform latent decision discovery from event logs. By applying pre-processing and pre-classification in the hybrid classification architecture, we can optimize process flows to reflect decisions made by users. ETT is then used to capture these process flows and their statistics and to calculate the entropy of a process flow to verify its pureness. We could build an optimization algorithm that uses the hybrid classification architecture to discover latent decisions in the event log by adjusting input classification parameters and checking results obtained by ETT. Another research topic would be an adjustment of such optimization algorithms for event streams processing, i.e., turning them into single-pass algorithms.
In the testing, we discovered that reusing ETT states for extension suits process discovery needs, while learning from time-series might not favor this strategy. Sometimes we do not want all contexts to merge into one big structure since this leads to overfitting. However, not reusing ETT states for extensions will most likely lead to a disconnected ETT having more disjunct structures in the same automaton. Future research can focus on organizing data sequences in a set of ETTs. Such a set of ETTs could be further optimized and compressed by using additional algorithms for the ETT structure manipulation. Also, having a set of ETTs introduces the possibility of automata nesting and reusing. Automata nesting also simplifies detecting irregular data sequences described in Section V-A. Having ETT S + as a nested automaton in ETT S − solves the connection between these two transition-induced automatons.
Another interesting research topic would be the parallelization of π and η functions, allowing them to be executed in a massively parallel environment. This would involve partitioning of the token set and state-token mapping relations.
